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THE ^-FUNCTIONAL FOR H1 AND BMO

BJÖRN JAWERTH1

Abstract. Peetre's /Y-functional for the Hardy space H1 and the space BMO of

functions of bounded mean oscillation is explicitly characterized in terms of trun-

cated square functions.

0. Introduction. Given a function for R" with /R»|/(v)|/(l + \y\)"+1dy < f oo,

we let u(y, t) denote its Poisson integral on R"++1. We define the truncated Lusin

area integral Shu, 0 < h < + oo, by

/ vl/2

VW = (//r(J'v^,f)|V"^j   ,

where Th(x) denotes the truncated cone

r„(*) «{(>-, t) e R"++1: \x - vU < t/2 < h/2)

and V = (3/9X],.. . ,9/9  , 9/90- When h = f oo we drop the subscript h and write

Su and T, respectively.

The Hardy space H1 = H1^") is the space of all locally integrable functions /on

R" such that u(y, t) -» 0 as t -» f oo, y e R", and

||/|Ui=||5m||l'(r»)< f oo.

There are also many other equivalent ways to define H1 (cf. [2, 4, 6], for instance).

For a function/on R" we also define the sharp maximal function M*/by

M*f(x)~ sup -^-/ \f(y)-fn\dy

where the supremum is taken over all finite cubes Q containing x, and where

Íq = lç}f(y) dy/\Q\-   \Q\ denotes the Lebesque measure of Q.

The space of functions of bounded mean oscillation BMO = BMO(R") is the

space of all locally integrable functions/on R" such that

ll/llBMO=||M7|k«(R»)<   +^-

(Strictly speaking, we are going to consider BMO/R which is a Banach space.)
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The purpose of this note is to explicitly characterize the ./^-functional for the

couple (H1, BMO), i.e. the functional

K(t,f; H\ BMO) =    inf   (||/0||wl + t\M™o)
f-fo +/l

defined for / e H1 f BMO and t > 0. This characterization answers a question I

was first asked by Professor Colin Bennett at the Williamstown Conference on

Harmonic Analysis 1978.

1. The A-functional. We shall characterize the ^-functional in terms of the

operators 5*, 0 < a < 1, which are defined by (cf. [9])

S*u(x) = sup inf{,4: |{y e Q: Shu(y) > a}\ < a\Q\\,

where the supremum is taken over all cubes Q containing x and hQ is the sidelength

of Q. Clearly, these operators satisfy the subadditivity property

(1.1) S:(uf+g)(x) ^ 2{S*2uf(x) + S*/2ug(x)).

Since [S*u > t) Q (MX{su>t) > <*}> where M is the Hardy-Littlewood maximal

operator, it is also immediate that

(1.2) \\Sa*u\\L^caJf\\H>

for 0 < a < 1. Moreover, Strömberg [9] has shown that

a-i\ II r-#     II ^ II £ II■3) F*« \v°  < Ca,«ll/llBMO

for 0 < a < 1.

We also recall C. Fefferman's celebrated result according to which (//')* » BMO

and BMO can be identified with the collection of linear functionals / determined on

3~= {ti: îj is C°° and has compact support strictly disjoint from the origin} with

11/11* = sup |(tj,/>|/||t,||w1 < +00.

Also,||/|U = ||/||BM0.See[6].

Another fact we shall use is that /|/(x)|/(l + \x\)"+ldx < f oo for /e H1 f

BMO (cf. [6]).

Theorem 1.1. Let 0 < a < \. Then there are constants c, = c1;a „ an¿ c2 = c2;a „

swc/i i/ia/

(1.4) c, f'{S*u)*(s) ds < 1T(»,/J if1, BMO) < c2('(S?u)*(s) ds

for f (EH1 f BMOa«d/> 0.

Proof. That c1f¿(S*u)*(s) ds < K(t, f; //\BMO) is an easy consequence of

(1.1-3) and the proof is left to the reader.

Let

E(t, f; Hl, BMO) =      inf      ||/ — /ill//1
II/iIIbmo<?
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for / g H1 f BMO and t > 0. To prove the converse inequality, it suffices to verify

that there is a constant c = ca „ such that

(1.5) E(t,f;H\BMO)/t^c[ S*u(x)dx/t.
JS*u>t/c

Indeed, if this is the case, then (1.4) readily follows by taking the inverse of both

sides of (1.5) as functions of t and using that (E(t, f)/t)~l = K(t,f)/t and

(jm>t\f(x)\dx)/Cl « j¿f*(s)ds/t(see[6}).
Fix fe Hl + BMO and t > 0. Essentially following Cohen [4] (also cf. [1, 3]), we

define &k = [y: S*u(y) > 2kt) and Ûk = {y: y g Q for some cube Q with

\Q n Qk\ > h\Q\), and let {ô,*},ez be tne Whitney decomposition of Ûk (see [8]),

Ac G Z. Also, define E?k = {(y, t) e R"++1: y g Q,k, \Q(y, t) n Qk\ > \\Q{y, t)\ and

\Q{y, t) n S2¿.+il < h\Q(y, t)\), where Q(y, t) is the cube with center y and side-

length t.

Select a real-valued, radial C°°-function ^ with supp^ ç [\y\ < 1} and such that

£(0) = 0 and

r2itr\i\e-2'^Hri)— = -1.
Jr, r

for any | # 0. Define the linear functionals/0 and/, by

<l./o>- LE// ^, r)(t *«(>') *t- SE<TJ,«it>

for t, g se, and with £+ = (U^0U,£¿)C,

for ij g T. We claim that /0 f /, is the almost optimal decomposition of / we need

to prove (1.5). To verify our claim, we shall show that / = /0 f /, in H1 f BMO,

that ||/oll/yi/i is less than the right-hand side of (1.5) and that ||/i||Bmo < ct-

We first estimate the BMO-norm of/, by duality.

Let A(x) = sup{/z: S„u(x) < S*u(x)}. Then

(1.6) Sh{x)u(x) < S*u(x)

and

(1.7) \{x g Q: h(x) < hQ}\ < «|<2|

for each cube g. Pick tj e ^with HtjU^i = 1. We then have

KWi)l < cffEMz G °5: (* 0 e Wz)}|/r'')

X\r-^(y,r) \%*y(y)\ày-
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because of the definition of the Eik's and (1.7) (here we are using a < 1/2). By

Fubini's theorem, Schwarz's inequality and (1.6), this is less than

cf Sh{z)uf(z)Sh{z)#ri(z) dz < cj S*uf(z)S^i\(z) dz

< cíHviIIl'
where

, ,   \l/2

Sh^(z)=\[fj^J%*V(y)\2dyf]j

and Syi)(z) = Sx^r](z). It is well known (cf. [2, 4]) that ||S,¡,tj||¿i < cHtjH^i and we

thus find

I   / r   n   I II      II

Kn»/i>l < ci||ii||ff..

According to the above-mentioned result of C. Fefferman, this implies ||/i||bmo ^ ct-

To estimate /0, we observe that if (y, t) g E+k then Q(y, t) ç \Q\fnQik since

Q{y, t) ç Ùk and dist(>>, Ûck) < 5diamg(/t. If we thus replace E+ by Efk, £2q by

®k+i n lOv^ô,* and lllll/j-i = 1 by ||tj||L2 = 1 in the above, it follows that Ha^H^ <
c2kt\10'fnQik\1/2. It is also easy to see that supp aik Q \QyfnQik and faik(x) dx = 0.

Consequently, aik/(c2kt\Qjk\) is a (l,2)-atom for an appropriate constant c and

E EMI»' « c E £2**|ß/t| < cl2Mñ,|.
k>0   i k>Q   i k

By the Hardy-Littlewood maximal theorem, \(tk\ < c\Qk\ and, hence,/0 g y with

ll/ollff'<cE2*/|Ofc|<c/" S*u(x)dx.
k>0 JS*u>t/c

There only remains to verify that / = /0 f /, in 7/1 f BMO. Whenever / g L2, it

follows by taking Fourier transforms that

(VJ) = ffr-£{y,r)%*ri(y)dy-^,       T) G ¿T.

By a routine argument this identity extends to general/ g Z/1 + BMO (approximate

/ by fN(x) = f(x) if |x| < N, 0 otherwise and use that % * i\(y) is rapidly decreas-

ing in j and t). Hence, the tempered distributions / and /0 f /, satisfy (i), /) =

(tj, /o+/i) for tj g ^", which implies that /(x) =/0(x) f/,(x) f polynomial.

However, /|/(x)|/(l f |jc|)"+1 ûfjc < f oo and similarly for/0 f/,, and the poly-

nomial must be a constant. This proves / = /0 f /, in H1 f BMO, since we are

working modulo constants in H1 f BMO, and completes the proof of the theorem.

Remark 1.2. The theorem states that K(t, f; H1,BMO) ~ K(t, S*u; Ll, L°°),

0 < a < 1/2. This should be compared with the result of C. Fefferman, N. Rivière

and Y. Sagher [5] that K(t, /; H\ L°°) » K(t, $*/; L1, L00) where $*/is the "grand

maximal function".

Remark 1.3. A similar, but simpler, proof shows that K(t, /; HPo, HPl) ~

K(t, Su; Lp«, Lp¡), 0 < p0, p, < f oo.
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Remark 1.4. It is possible to show that the inequality (1.3) can be reversed (see [9],

Theorem 5.3) so that \\f ||BMO ~ \\S*u\\L°°. The same is also true for (1.2) when

0 < a < 1/2: Suppose/g ¿e' with ||S*«||Li < f oo. Then, arguing as in the proof

above, we find that

LZc2k\Qik\{alk/c2k\Q,k\)
k     i

is an atomic decomposition of/with

EEc2*ie/Jt|<c|s*«|¿J.

Hence,||/||ff, »||S>||í,i,0<«<1/2.
Added in Proof. (1) The restriction 0 < a < 1/2 in Theorem 1.1, Remark 1.2

and Remark 1.4 is easily removed. (2) Essentially the same proof as above also

shows that K(t, f; Hp,BMO) - K(t, S*u; L", Ve), 0 < o <Í, for 0 <p < 1. (3)
Professor R. deVore has independently obtained another characterization of the

if-functional for H1 and BMO. His characterization is in terms of /inversions of the

sharp maximal function.
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